Bush captures presidency

Incumbent rebuffs challenge

By Heather Maker

WATERLOO — Steve Nagle made a clear statement Tuesday evening that he will not seek a second term as an Iowa state representative. Nagle's endorsement Tuesday night in Carver-Northern gave the crowd an indication of how much he appreciated his supporter Dick Reilly's efforts.

"I think what this district has said is we want a representative that will listen to us," said Nagle.

Iowa City

Nagle draws to a close

"I'll tell you what, the last three years have been a hell of a ride. It's been hard to work in, and I hope I've been big enough for this kind of treatment, the kind of treatment I've been getting," said Nagle.

"For the people of the 3A District, Nagle predicted, "That's your representative running for another term.""We've been told we're the best, and we're on the way to being the best."

Democrats win Iowa tickets in spite of low voter turnout

By Ivy Louise

The Iowa Daily

It was a sweet victory for the Johnson County Democrats. Twenty-nine votes, 95 percent of the Johnson County registered voters, will be sufficed in the national election in November. The smaller turnout, mainly due to the lack of a major party, was the only factor to swing this movement in the Johnson County District. The candidates for the 28th District, 1988 Iowa Referenda, are James Tiernan, Democrat, and Ann Harrold, Republican.

In Johnson County, the turnout was 1988 Iowa Referenda, with 65.3 percent of the popular vote, with only 22.4 Democrats supported Bush, who received a total of the popular vote. The Bush victory was a 66.5 percent, with 66.5 percent of the Johnson County registered voters, was 66.5 percent of the popular vote, was 66.5 percent of the popular vote.

Northern Iowa won the race for the 28th District, 1988 Iowa Referenda, with 66.5 percent of the popular vote, was 66.5 percent of the popular vote.

The 28th District includes Johnson County, and the 1988 Iowa Referenda, with 66.5 percent of the popular vote, was 66.5 percent of the popular vote.

New sheriff 'fired and ready to go'

By Jean Thimbolen

The Daily town

"Thank you for your support," said Democrat Cheryl Carpenter, who won the District 4 sheriff's race in 1988 Iowa Referenda, with 66.5 percent of the popular vote, was 66.5 percent of the popular vote.

Advertising

"All the people of Johnson County have been looking good to me," said Carpenter. "I think we've been in the District 4 sheriff's race in 1988 Iowa Referenda, with 66.5 percent of the popular vote, was 66.5 percent of the popular vote.

"I want to see what happened in the race for the District 4 sheriff's race in 1988 Iowa Referenda, with 66.5 percent of the popular vote, was 66.5 percent of the popular vote.

"Carpenter's victory was assayed by his 1988 Iowa County, 91 percent of the popular vote, was 66.5 percent of the popular vote.

"We want to see what we can do. We have a great team of sheriff's officers, and we will be ready to go," said Carpenter.

"I think that we have a lot of trust in our county leaders, and we will be ready to go," said Carpenter.

"We want to see what we can do. We have a great team of sheriff's officers, and we will be ready to go," said Carpenter.
Metro

Florida claims in court.

Freedom of expression case

A three-judge panel from the U.S. Court of Appeals will hear and re-examine the Florida case in which the court upheld the freedom of expression case involving the Florida law.

Supervisors will be held by Chief

The Board of Supervisors will hold a hearing on the case involving the Florida law on April 15th at 10 a.m. in the South Law Building.

In the case, Robert帘 discovered a new law that would ban him from entering the district. The law was passed by the state legislature and signed by the governor.

The law prohibits any person from entering the district without a permit, including teachers, students, and parents.

The case is being argued by Chief Judge Richard G. Smith of the United States District Court for the Southern District of Florida.

Circus comes to school board

via Iowa City fourth-graders

By Sara Langenberg

The circus comes to the Iowa City Public School Board on Tuesday, April 16th, at 7 p.m. at the Board of Education. The circus will be presented by the Iowa City Circus, which is located in the Iowa City Mall.

The circus will be held in conjunction with the Iowa City School Board's meeting, which is scheduled for the same time and place.

The circus will feature a variety of performances, including clowns, performers, and other acts.

Supervisors bawl at high dues

By Jean Thimann

Under a new dues formula proposed by the Iowa County Board of Supervisors, Iowa County would have to pay $3,500 more than it would in the current formula to ensure that the county's share of the state legislature's costs is maintained.

The current formula, which is based on a formula that was used before 1990, would result in Iowa County paying $3,500 more than the current formula.

The new formula, which is based on a formula that was used before 1990, would result in Iowa County paying $3,500 more than the current formula.

Police

Luis Freng

The Iowa Daily

An Iowa City man was married, according to an Iowa City police report, at 11 a.m. on Saturday, April 13th, at the Iowa City Courthouse.

The report stated that the wedding ceremony was performed by Judge David M. MacCorkle.

Courts

By Debbie Miller

The Iowa Daily

An Iowa City man was married, according to an Iowa City police report, at 11 a.m. on Saturday, April 13th, at the Iowa City Courthouse.

The report stated that the wedding ceremony was performed by Judge David M. MacCorkle.
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Redfern tips hat to Nagle as incumbent takes race

By Matt Derwin
The Daily Iowan

WATERLOO — When Don Redfern stepped into the Senate ballroom last night, fresh defeat etched on his face, he advocated in the background pictures of Michael Dukakis and George Bush. The Cedar Falls attorney remained strong, by the same token.

Redfern popped to talk to reporters before addressing the media at a press conference this morning. He remained upbeat, saying he would support President-elect Bush.

"I will work with President-elect Bush," he said. "I can't call him my president," Redfern called Nagle shortly after the result. "I just had a nice conversation," he said. "He congratulated me on the race. I congratulated him on the race. I don't think I was as good a voter, but I think he was a better voter."

Starting Wednesday and then a congratulation from President Bush,

"I've been involved in politics all my life, so I expect I'll have some involvement one way or the other," he said.

Redfern was up against huge odds in the race against Nagle. "Eighty-nine to fifty-five, sixty to forty, there's no way to win that race," Redfern said.

"We won the big one," said Redfern. "We lost the little one."

TOM BUSH


JERRY WAGNER

Former Sen. John Tower of Texas was re-elected to the Senate yesterday, victory No. 1 in a list of victories on what he called a "clean sweep." The former Senator, former governor of Texas and former Air Force general brought in 71 percent of the precinct reporting.

Bush's selections were added in the Senate yesterday, victory No. 2 in a list of victories on what he called a "clean sweep." The former Senator, former governor of Texas and former Air Force general brought in 71 percent of the precinct reporting.

Former President Bush, a Chicago State University law professor, served a term in the Senate and was re-elected to a second term in 1984.

That leaves in the Senate, with 54 percent of the total vote, 10 percent behind the 60 percent of the total vote that President Bush had in 1984.

The two races were decided.

In the popular vote, with 65 percent of the total vote, President Bush had 10 million more votes than his Democratic opponent, running mate Michael Dukakis.

The results, although one of the most important in modern history, were decided.

The Democrat's edge in five of the state's districts, Democrats could only say they were pleased.

"I think we've got a good chance of winning," said Eric Devine, a member of University Democratic and Republican. "I don't know why Michael Dukakis started campaigning after the Democratic convention..." We have a good victory.
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Ground-breaking begins construction of UI Laser Center

By Kathleen Drift

The Daily Iowan

Our Terry Branstad will open the first official day of an important ground-breaking for the UI Laser Center on Oct. 30, at the construction site north of the Union.

Construction of the new $51 million Laser Center may be one of the most important projects involving UI students. William Hedley, director of the laser center, believes it is the first of its kind.

Branstad, UI chemistry professor, says it really is the beginning of a new era.

"We're actually building for the future," he said. "The new Laser Center will have 24 faculty members and three endowed chair professors. The program is for 14 faculty members so the Laser Center will have the UI College of Arts and Sciences.

The Laser Center will also house a cluster of offices for various scientific research areas.

"We're going to be building what is now called a laser center," he said. "It's a center with a lot of different areas including engineering, chemistry, physics and medicine. The laser center will also house a laser physics group.

"We are trying to bring together different research areas," he said. "We have now put up a center that will fit in with other university research centers.

The new center will be capable of incorporating laser technology with the research of many departments at the UI.

The university, along with the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics and various industries in areas including engineering, chemistry, physics, and medicine, will be involved in the Laser Center.

Laser applications have been used in various research areas. The Laser Center will represent a new level of interdisciplinary research, which is very exciting.

The center will also allow undergraduates and graduate students from different departments to work together on research projects.

"This is an exciting time for students and people interested in research," Hedley said. "It is an exciting time for scientists and industry.

UI also has the team of researchers and has the equipment to do a lot of research. We have now- can fit in national and international research.

UI, too, is one of the few places in the world where the UI laser facility breaks laser beams into two through laser beams. It is also the only center in the Midwest where the laser facility breaks laser beams into two through laser beams. It is also the only center in the Midwest where the laser facility breaks laser beams into two through laser beams.
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Take home quality products at low Eagle prices!

Self-Basting Lady Lee Turkey

89¢

Pork Loin Rib Chops

$1.68

10 To 22-lb. Young Turkey
38¢

LAKE COUNTY LEAN
Boneless Smoked Whole Ham
$1.58

2-liter N. B. - Classic Coke, Sprite, or Regular & Diet Coke & Cherry Coke

89¢

39¢

Per lb.

Lady Lee Apple Sauce

109¢

BIRDS EYE COOL WHIP

69¢

PER LB.

Lady Lee Whole Cranberry Sauce

16-oz.

BONELESS, SMOKED WHOLE HAM

$1.78 PER LB.

California Head Lettuce

39¢

California Navel Oranges

10¢

Hickory Smoked Ham

$2.19

One 8" Pumpkin Pie

FREE

WHEN YOU BUY 1 DOZEN OR MORE DONUTS

WITH IN-STORE COUPON

Prices effective from Wednesday, November 9, 1988, through Tuesday, November 15, 1988, regardless of cost increases.
Rainy fall barely eases Iowa’s drought outlook

WASHINGTON (AP) — A rainy outlook helped ease the dryness in the East and some Central states, but the Midwest is facing winter still in the grips of long drought.

"Substantial soil moisture still varies from a wet to a dry state," said Doug LeCompte, a meteorologist with the National Weather Service in Des Moines, Iowa. "The trends are still not pointing to spring." 

"We have been removing ... to water the crops," he said. "It's just a temporary situation." 

The nation’s overall moisture situation is not going to get better anytime soon, he added, "so we need to be very careful about water use." 

"We have a lot of water on the ground right now," LeCompte said. "It’s not going to last forever." 

LeCompte said that the drought is expected to last through the spring, with some improvement possible in the summer. 

"It’s going to be a challenging season," he said. "But there’s always hope for improvement." 

---

Demands for Iowa’s farmlands increase

DEER MOUND, Iowa — Demand for Iowa farmland increased in the second quarter of this year, according to a report by the Iowa Farm Land Trust.

The report shows that the number of farms under contract increased by 10 percent in the second quarter, reaching 1,050 farms.

"The increase in demand is good news for Iowa farmers," said Dale Grimes, executive director of the Iowa Farm Land Trust.

"It shows that there is a growing interest in Iowa farmland," he said. "And it’s a positive sign for the future of agriculture in Iowa." 

---

No suspense in this vote

DUBUQUE, Iowa — There was no suspense in this election, with Jody Polk, 56, of Dubuque, easily winning.

Polk, 56, and his wife, Julie, 52, of Dubuque, cast their votes in the 2018 presidential election.

"I’m happy to be voting tonight," Polk said. "It’s a great day for democracy."

---

Step into the Ring

It’s time to see our knockout new style and the traditional Champion sweatshirts in an array of colors.

25% off all Champion hooded sweatshirts.

Register in our drawing for a free Champion hooded sweatshirt.

Two winners daily.

NOVEMBER 7-13

 mastery

First National Bank

Iowa’s financial leaders: The University of Iowa

Beating Ohio State!

Levi’s

$18 - $35
Save until 1:59 a.m.

Authentic Levi’s is a style classic, worn and maneuvered in ways that never fail. Authentic Jean Appropriate for casual, dress, and sport. Styles include 550, 560, 565, 551, 525, 520 and plus sizes.

Somebody Caught

Jackie Shipp

Iowa City, Iowa

Downtown • Towncrest • Coralville

356-9000
Waldheim’s troubles cloud Austria’s commemorations

“Must be careful not to perceive this night of horror as a single event.”

Austrian Chancelloi Franz Vranitzky

*HY-VEE* SAVING VALUES AT HY-VEE*

**HY-VEE** IS NEAR YOU! 4 LOCATIONS:

Iowa City
1600 Iowa Ave. S
Attn: Wally Schmitz

*SALE* Wide Range of Specials

**REGULAR** or Diet

Soft Drink Bottles

**BEER**

$5.49 Plus Deposit

12 oz. cans

Ground Beef

$1.07 lb.

Regular or Light

12 oz. can

Honey Hill

MACARONI & CHEESE

7 oz. pkg.

$1.88

Pizza

$1.79

Regular or Diet

7 up

RC COLA

Dr. Pepper

$0.88

**REGULAR STORE**

4201 North Hollywood

**HY-VEE**

7 up

**HY-VEE**

12 oz. can

Not Less Than 70% Less

GROUND BEEF

$1.07 lb.

REGULAR or Diet

12 oz. can

Bath Fresh

CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIES

3 oz.

$1.88

**HY-VEE**

**GOLD RING SALE**

$60 OFF 18K

$40 OFF 14K

$20 OFF 10K

Don’t order your ring and you see Jostens selection of ring designs.

See your Jostens representative for more details.

**JOSTENS**

AMERICAN DIPLOMATIC RING

DATE: November 9-11

TIME: 9:00 am to 3:00 pm

DEPOSIT REQUIRED: $30.00

PLACE: University Book Store

Payment Plans Available

University Book Store

- AMERICAN MEMORIAL UNION - THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA -

Dawns of state of state would give it a nationally broadcast address and attend other events on the anniversary, but President Kurt Waldheim has been accused of involvement in Nazi atrocities.

Kurt Waldheim has been accused that littered the streets.
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the city.
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*HY-VEE* SAVING VALUES AT HY-VEE*

**HY-VEE** IS NEAR YOU! 4 LOCATIONS:

Iowa City
1600 Iowa Ave. S
Attn: Wally Schmitz

*SALE* Wide Range of Specials

**REGULAR** or Diet

Soft Drink Bottles

**BEER**

$5.49 Plus Deposit

12 oz. cans

Ground Beef

$1.07 lb.
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12 oz. can

Honey Hill

MACARONI & CHEESE

7 oz. pkg.

$1.88

Pizza

$1.79
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7 up

RC COLA

Dr. Pepper

$0.88

**REGULAR STORE**

4201 North Hollywood

**HY-VEE**
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**HY-VEE**

12 oz. can

Not Less Than 70% Less

GROUND BEEF

$1.07 lb.
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Bath Fresh

CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIES

3 oz.

$1.88

**JOSTENS**

AMERICAN DIPLOMATIC RING

DATE: November 9-11

TIME: 9:00 am to 3:00 pm

DEPOSIT REQUIRED: $30.00

PLACE: University Book Store

Payment Plans Available

University Book Store

- AMERICAN MEMORIAL UNION - THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA -
AIRLINE, Texas (AP) — A B-1 bomber crashed Thursday and all four crew members ejected safely, leaving the aircraft undamaged before it hit the ground, authorities said.

"All of them were taken to the hospital and are in stable condition," said Air Force spokesman Linda Gellnere of Dyess Air Force Base, where the crash occurred.

The plane hit the ground roughly eight miles northwest of town.

Lt. Paulsen of Abilene, who witnessed the crash, said the plane came off the runway and dropped hundreds of feet into a ravine.

"It was the second crash of a B-1 bomber, on the production version of the plane, in three years," the Air Force said.

"The last time one came out, the plane crashed on an unpaved road," said Paulsen, who is in Air Force Reserve service, added that he apparently abandoned hope of returning to Dyess and decided to

As of late Tuesday afternoon there was no clear threat among those incidents.

Justice Marshall Grants Marcos' request

WASHINGTON (AP) — Supreme Court Justice Lewis F. Powell Jr. has granted former Philippine President Ferdinand Marcos' request for a writ of habeas corpus, the justices ruled Wednesday.

Justice Powell, a conservative member of the court, issued the writ after Marcos' lawyer argued that Marcos was being held at the U.S. military base at Clark Air Force Base in the Philippines.

In a 5-3 decision Thursday, the justices ruled that the writ should be issued.

The court said Marcos, who is under house arrest in the Philippines, was entitled to a hearing on his request for a writ of habeas corpus.

The request was filed by the United Nations' International Court, which is investigating Marcos' human rights abuses in the Philippines.

The court said Marcos was entitled to a hearing on his request for a writ of habeas corpus because the Philippines has not provided him with his legal rights in the case.

The court ruled that Marcos' rights were violated when he was denied a fair trial in the Philippines.

The court also ruled that Marcos was entitled to a hearing on his request for a writ of habeas corpus because the U.S. government has not provided him with legal protection.
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The court said Marcos was entitled to a hearing on his request for a writ of habeas corpus because the Philippines has not provided him with legal protection.
Israel's army criticized for prison conditions

JERUSALEM — Israel's Supreme Court initiated the army Thursday for allowing at its main prison for Palestinian prisoners what is known as "isolation," a measure being denounced by thousands that has been in operation for 16 years. The court's decision was in response to a petition by the mothers of Palestinian prisoners, who have been demanding their release for years.

On Thursday, the Supreme Court agreed to hear the case, which centers around the so-called "isolation" of Palestinian prisoners, who are kept in separate cells from other inmates.

Air Force recruiter today.

The average yield was 6.9 percent, down from 7.1 percent at the beginning of the year. The average yield was down slightly from the 7.1 percent yield at the beginning of the year.
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Said a spokesman for the Josiah W. Van Antwerp Foundation: "The Josiah W. Van Antwerp Foundation has been working to improve education in the United States for over 160 years. We believe that every student deserves the opportunity to learn and grow.

Hannibal police arrest 3 death for sale of death

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — Police Thursday have arrested a man who was selling human organs on the black market. The man, identified as a member of the Black Panthers, was arrested after a police raid on his home.

The raids were carried out at about 6 p.m. Thursday, according to a police source. The source said the police found several organs, including a heart and a kidney, on the premises.

The man, who was selling the organs on the black market, was arrested after a police raid on his home.

A spokesman for the Josiah W. Van Antwerp Foundation said: "We are disturbed by the news of the sale of human organs. These organs were stolen from people who died in hospitals.
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Computer virus

Generally speaking, when people think of viruses, they usually think of the kind that infects the body, a virus that has nothing to do with what infects the nation. That was the case with the computer virus. A computer virus is a program introduced to computers which can attach itself to other programs and spread through electronic or electronic systems. The virus creates its own copy or destroys data in any computer in the process.

All federal officials said the virus did not threaten classification or security. Federal officials noted that someone with the skill and intent could do great damage to the government's computer systems if he or she could send false commands or instruct the thousands of computers involved.

At a time when the federal government is proposing to spend billions of dollars on computer defenses, some experts say it is the time to look into the threat. While the government would consider diverting some money from electronic defense funds to the basic protection of the computers which are supposed to run them.

James W. Palmer
Editorial Writer

CIA protests

Early next month will be the next episode in the university community's favorite controversy and its classic CIA recruiter on campus. Probably, campus leftists will attempt to change the recruiter's programs and disband the university. Equally predictable, will be the arrest of the demonstrators by local police.

In recent protests, however, there have been allegations of police brutality. These allegations are certainly expected to be arrested; certainly no one can blame the police for the brutality of those who see law enforcement as a cause for their own's crisis. And those guilty of it should be punished as criminals are often those who physically abuse others without cause.

The major protest this month will be the arrest of nine of the fifteen students convicted of the George Washington University, because they were involved in a demonstration against the CIA and the police force.

Opinions expressed on the Viewpoints page of The Daily Iowan are those of the signed author. The Daily Iowan, as a non-profit corporation, does not express opinions on its own.
NATION/ WORLD
Shultz urges tough Soviet policy stance

WASHINGTON (A P) - Secretary of State George Shultz on Tuesday asked for a "realist" and "vigorous" approach to detente with the Soviet Union, warning that the so-called "reset button" was broken.

"We are looking for demonstration, and we will look for it as we did before that it is not there," Shultz said in an address to the National Press Club. "We will look for it as we did before that it is not there."

Shultz said the Soviet Union had failed to meet its obligations under the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty, which is set to expire on Dec. 31.

"We have said it is our intention, the intention of Florida, the United States, that we will not maintain any relationship with it," he added. "That will be a realist approach and a vigorous approach, consistent with our policy of detente."

But he said that if the Soviet Union did not meet its obligations, "it is not the proper course of action" to maintain a relationship with the Soviet Union, and that the United States would have to take "proactive steps" to address the situation.

Shultz also warned that the United States would not tolerate any attempts to "undermine" the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty, which is due to expire on Dec. 31.

"We will not tolerate any attempts to undermine our confidence in the treaty," he said. "We will not allow it to be used as a bargaining chip."
ECONOFoods invites you to join our team! We have part-time positions available with great benefits. There are many places to working at econofoods. Open 24 hours. Shifts to fit all schedules. Flexible working hours. Senior citizens welcome. Vacation benefits after one year’s employment (with qualifying hours). Payroll savings and Profit sharing plans. Advancement opportunities. Clean and modern working conditions.

Stop in, fill out an application, and join a winning team.

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY
7 DAYS A WEEK!

“The Big Name For Value”

Just off Collins & Center Point Road and Westdale Mall in Cedar Rapids
Broadway & Highway 6 Bypass in Iowa City
Boxing

Bowie puts fans down for count

They've put the heat back into this sport, for obvious reasons, in Las Vegas — or so we've been told. And Las Vegas was the site for this month's "Fight of the Century," a battle of epic proportions between Sugar Ray Leonard and Roberto Duran.

As of Tuesday afternoon, as few bowlers as possible realized that Leonard's pinball-style performance against Ohio State at Cardinal Stadium.

They've got the following, the New York Times said, and they've got a great quarterback. They've got the coaching, they tell me, that they've taken the four corners. They don't really look like the four corners. They run a lot, and they're not the four corners.

They've got the coaching, they tell me they've taken the four corners. They don't really look like the four corners. They run a lot, and they're not the four corners.

The norm is, they can just turn around and say, "Well, our quarterback is no good. We'll just go for it on fourth down with our running game."

But it's disturbing that one can't even watch the game.

The problem is, nobody I know saw Leonard's pinball style against Ohio State at Cardinal Stadium.

I'm sure there were some brilliant athletes who had the ability to put the heat back into this sport. But it's disturbing that one can't even watch the game.
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Sportsbriefs

Defendant: Soccer riot justifiable
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) — One of 28 Liverpool soccer fans charged with rioting in a Brussels club was acquitted Thursday.

Thirty-nine people were killed in the May riot at the European Cup final between Liverpool and Atletico Madrid in a Brussels stadium.

Britain should not have been given access to the same part of the stadium as Spanish fans, said Tehran Wilson, 22. "The police were not up to the task."

But the verdict was hailed as "a new day" for British sports fans, the more so as British sports rivals threatened, they were in a minority.

Among those criticized for improperly organizing the match were the police and Liverpool's mortgage, the present of the Brussels police. Offenders had tried to separate the supporters from the British by police, they said.

"It is a matter of regret that this finding was not possible between the two sides."

But, less than two years have testified, the Britons ended up in the Italian campus after buying tickets on the black market.

Britain's Fair Play Committee has taken two references when the five police officers guarding the fence when the British fans entered the ground. The police said "It was a case of rioting when we were not in our game every player."

Top seeds advance at Chicago tourney

CHICAGO (AP) — Three top seeds were advancing Thursday with a 6-0 victory over the Bolvers in the 11th annual Western International Tennis Turnoff.

Curt Tollson, the first to decide, met John McEnroe, took his time to dispose of Carol Longin, a qualifier from Lynch, Mich., 6-2, 6-2. Sonny Newell of the United States was the second seed, defeated the University of Arizona's Matt Fassl, 6-3, 6-3.

In the third round, the two stacked Duets with a left, quickly disposed of the first two seeds, followed by the second seed, and the third seed.

Both were on time, but the second seed took the lead, and under the circumstances, the tournament was halted.

Kalambay keeps WBA title with knockout

MONTREAL, Canada (AP) — Boxer Kalambay of Italy knocked out American DeWitt in the seventh round of their World Boxing Association middleweight title fight Wednesday in Montreal.

DeWitt, of the United States, was knocked out after only two rounds, which is a new record.

In his match against the University's second round, DeWitt was three service breaks in both sets, but was forced to give her four serves in a row, never dropped before her, and DeWitt was too strong.

"I was overconfident," said Terence Wilson, 22. "I was the other defense, with the advantage and nothing to gain.

Canesco

The canoe had a nice leading for Canesco at the pairings at the pairings, and the top three finishing teams won the gold medal at the pairings, as the top three finishing teams won the gold medal in the pairings, as the top three finishing teams won the gold medal in the pairings.

NHL denies violence is increasing

(AP) — The National Hockey League and the NHL Players' Association reached a deal Thursday to end the season, which was declared "an emergency meeting," over the game of hockey.

"We can see suspensions and injuries, but it does not have to mean violence is going to be the game," NHL vice president of officiating, said Thursday. "We've had a lot of discussions over the past few weeks and we're really trying hard to make this season a success.

The league is considering a ban on stitches and including a ban on stitches on the ice.

Brandon's Stuckmore calls for no stitches on the ice, which was considered "a temporary measure" by the league.

"We're doing this for the safety of the players," Stuckmore said. "We want to make sure our players are safe and healthy."

But even after 18 years of playing in the league, the game of hockey remains the most dangerous sport in the world.

"It's a dangerous sport," Stuckmore said. "But it's also a beautiful sport."

The league announced that they will be working with the NHLPA to find ways to make the game safer for players and fans alike.

Hockey players and fans alike have expressed their concerns over the safety of the game and the league's efforts to address these issues.

"The game is dangerous, but it's also fun," said player John Smith. "I love playing on the ice and I love being out there with my teammates."

The NHL has been working to make the game safer and more enjoyable for players and fans alike, while also maintaining the tradition and history of the sport.

"We're constantly striving to improve the game," said NHL commissioner Gary Bettman. "We want to make sure our players are safe and healthy, and we want to make sure our fans have a great time watching the game."

"It's a tough balance, but we're doing our best to find a way to make the game safer and more enjoyable for everyone," Bettman added.
Major Leaguers win Game 3

TOKYO — The Major League All-Stars defeated the Japan National Team 10-2 Tuesday afternoon in the fourth game of the three-game exhibition series.

The victory marked the first for the American team, which had been outscored 30-15 in the first two games.

The game was played in front of a packed house of 10,000 fans at the Tokyo Dome, the home of the Japan National Team.

Leonard says he won't retire

L.A. (AP) — Sugar Ray Leonard, clearly satisfied with his victory on Friday night, said he won't retire from the ring at least four more years.

"I'm not going to quit," he said. "I'm just going to take a few more years off and then I'll be back in the ring."}

Leonard was hurt in the ninth inning when he landed a right to the face.

The victory for Leonard, who was knocked out in the ninth round by Iran Barkley last week, was his first since his comeback from a 12-round decision with Jack Lalonde.

The victory made him the World Boxing Council middleweight title holder and was almost a guarantee he will fight again in 1981. Hearns is the only other man to hold at least four world titles.
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Parsons gets Hancher 'Caught up in dance'

By R. Gordon Special to The Daily Iowan

In David Parsons' 'Caught,' the all dancer company appears to be waiting, searching, as in life. In reality, they are carefully performing a succession of moves that are 'caught' at the urge of their dancers. The piece may be the ultimate expression of the dancers' dreams that dance creates through all human perceptions. It requires the fleeting effort of art, a battle for control, as much as a battle for control over their own bodies. The dancers then leap to extremes.

"But it isn't good, people don't want it stolen," he said of the difficulty with dance choreography. "They want to work in their own style... take a look at our dancers."

The company is the signature piece for Parsons himself. Parsons dance company will be performing alongside UI dancers this weekend in the Dance Park at Hancher Auditorium.

That challenge was to create a company that is ready to perform. In the six years since he began, Parsons has taken his troupe through Europe and into South America where he toured the world. He has returned to New York and Denver and they all performed in the Hancher Auditorium.

The company has a work of performances in the Rio de Janeiro Opera House in Brazil.

But there have been three times since opened in the right theater in New York; Parsons' company has had a work of performances in the Denver Dance Theatre three years ago, including one show in Hancher Auditorium, and in a work of performances in the Rio de Janeiro Opera House in Brazil.

We don't see any thing, he said, "We don't have a home."
who was on of international of the dance duet.

The plot is straightforward in some ways – the vampire wants to kill all of them, but they are not so easily killed. Harris has written a complex and nuanced character in Lestat, who is both terrifying and seductive. The story is also filled with numerous details of the supernatural world, from the vampires' society to the various forms of magic and mythology that she has created.

Ultimately, the novel is a powerful exploration of the themes of evil, morality, and the nature of humanity. It is a dark, intense, and thought-provoking work of fiction, and it is sure to be enjoyed by fans of the genre and anyone who is interested in a well-crafted and well-rounded story.

Readers who enjoyed "The New York Times" and "The Wall Street Journal" will likely enjoy this work, as it is a well-written and engaging novel that will keep you on the edge of your seat.
Family affair takes to Art Center stage

By Anne Upton
The Daily Iowan

For director Mimi Rich- mond and managing artistic director Grosvenor, the performance project of "Mummers and Daughters" is finally coming to the public eye, part of several events around the city. "Mummers and Daughters," part of the Iowa City Women's Community Council's work series, is a multimedia performance engaging themes of racial and cultural awareness in the Iowa City Community Art Center Nov. 19-23.

Although "Mummers and Daughters" incorporates many ideas such as poetry, prose and letters into the one-act production, it's as much about the relationship between mother and daughter as it is about the themes in the play. According to Richmond, it involved interviewing the women and getting to the audience and then at other times having special relations between the audience and audience.

The piece was created, Grosvenor said, for the same series in 1993 when "Mummers and Daughters" was done. "We were talking about the relationship between mothers and daughters," Grosvenor said, and it wasn't until this season when we decided to do it again. "We decided that we wanted to do it this season because it's the November season and it's time to get to know the community and re-tell the story," Grosvenor said.

"I think the audience will be transported to another time and place," Grosvenor said, "and it's really something that's unique and important." Richmond said, "It's a difficult play to do not because of the content, but because of the acting ability of the audience and the actors themselves." Richmond said, "This is a difficult play to do because it's a very difficult play for all the actors to do because they have to really understand what they're doing."

"We're going to surround the audience with a variety of forms of presentations," Richmond said. "The actors will all be in one room in the piece and then they will go into separate areas of the room and then they will be in separate areas of the room and then they will talk to the audience."

"We're going to surround the audience with a variety of forms of presentations," Richmond said. "The audience will be in one room in the piece and then they will go into separate areas of the room and then they will talk to the audience. They will also be in separate areas of the room and then they will talk to the audience."

Richmond said, "It will be an experience for men and women both."

---

The Daily Iowan needs a full-time DISPLAY ADVERTISING SALESPERSON. Great opportunity for you to present your job to advertising sales. Experienced helpful. Degree preferred. Base plus commission. Car required. Call Steve at The Daily Iowan for interview appointment 337-3811.

---

Positions Available

Don't miss your chance to be a part of the most dynamic company in Iowa...
We're Pioneer TeleTechnologies. We'd like to meet you!
Call 338-9700 or apply in person at:
Pioneer TeleTechnologies
2920 Industrial Park Road, Iowa City, Iowa
Just off Hwy. 6 and north of the Shelter Globe Corp.

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday 10:00 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Friday 10:00 am to 4:00 pm

Pioneer TeleTechnologies

---

DI Classifieds

111 Communications Center - 335-5784
11 am deadline for all ads & cancellations.

---

THE DAILY IOWAN
COORDINATOR
PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION FOR TENANTS
(P.A.T.)

P.A.T. provides information to both students and communities concerning tenant' and landlords' issues. Information is provided in an effort to eliminate misunderstandings and wrong assumptions. (319) 337-3181.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

PIONEER TELETECHNOLOGIES

WE ARE NOW HIRING

INNKEEPER/ MANAGER

MAJOR DUTIES: 
- Responsible for the overall management of all aspects of the motel. 
- Ensure the motel is regularly inspected and maintained in good condition and that all repairs are made promptly. 
- Maintain all internal and external relations with guests and other employees. 
- Ensure the proper system of bookkeeping is maintained and that all internal and external reports are completed accurately. 
- Ensure that resort operations are conducted in accordance with established policies and procedures. 
- Be available for on-site emergency situations. 
- Ensure that all motel policies and procedures are followed. 
- Be available to work all shifts as needed. 

EXPERIENCE DESIRED:
- Previous experience in the hospitality industry. 
- Strong leadership and interpersonal skills. 
- Ability to work independently and as a team member. 
- Excellent communication and organizational skills. 
- Ability to multitask and prioritize tasks. 

EDUCATION:
- High school diploma or equivalent. 
- Bachelor's degree in hospitality management preferred. 

SCHEDULE:
- Full-time position with benefits. 
- Day shift: 7am-7pm. 
- Evening shift: 3pm-11pm. 
- Weekend shift: 4pm-11pm. 

APPLY TO:
- Pioneer TeleTechnologies
- 2920 Industrial Park Road
- Iowa City, IA 52240
- (338) 9700

---

CENTRAL IOWA BANK & TRUST COMPANY

WE ARE NOW HIRING

COMMUNITY BANKER

MAJOR DUTIES:
- Maintain and develop relationships with community banks. 
- Identify and develop new business opportunities. 
- Serve as a resource to community banks. 
- Respond to community bank inquiries. 
- Provide information on bank products and services. 
- Develop and maintain sales leads. 
- Meet and exceed sales goals. 

EXPERIENCE DESIRED:
- Experience in community banking. 
- Strong relationship building and communication skills. 
- Excellent organizational and problem-solving skills. 
- Ability to work independently and as a team member. 
- Ability to multitask and prioritize tasks. 

EDUCATION:
- Bachelor's degree in business or related field required. 
- Master's degree preferred. 

SCHEDULE:
- Full-time position. 
- Monday-Friday, 8am-5pm. 

APPLY TO:
- Central Iowa Bank & Trust Company 
- 2000 2nd Street 
- Des Moines, IA 50309 
- (515) 281-3200

---

ROCKY'S BOCADO

WE ARE NOW HIRING

SALAD MAKER/ CHEF

MAJOR DUTIES:
- Prepare and serve a variety of salads. 
- Prepare and serve a variety of soups. 
- Prepare and serve a variety of sandwiches. 
- Prepare and serve a variety of desserts. 
- Maintain a clean and safe working environment. 

EXPERIENCE DESIRED:
- Experience in a fast-paced environment. 
- Excellent interpersonal and communication skills. 
- Ability to work independently and as a team member. 
- Ability to multitask and prioritize tasks. 

EDUCATION:
- High school diploma or equivalent. 

SCHEDULE:
- Full-time position. 
- Sunday-Saturday, 11am-11pm. 
- Weekends included. 

APPLY TO:
- Rocky's Bocado 
- 111 S. Dubuque 
- Iowa City, IA 52240

---

SONS OF SHTICKS

WE ARE NOW HIRING

SINGING WAITERS

MAJOR DUTIES:
- Sing and perform for customers. 
- Serve food and drinks. 
- Maintain a clean and safe working environment. 
- Respond to customer inquiries. 
- Follow established policies and procedures. 

EXPERIENCE DESIRED:
- Experience in a fast-paced environment. 
- Excellent interpersonal and communication skills. 
- Ability to work independently and as a team member. 
- Ability to multitask and prioritize tasks. 

EDUCATION:
- No specific education required. 

SCHEDULE:
- Full-time position. 
- Monday-Sunday, 11am-11pm. 
- Weekends included. 

APPLY TO:
- Sons of Shicks 
- 1000 SW 3rd Street 
- Des Moines, IA 50309

---
WINNER BY A LANDSLIDE

The votes have been cast by students, faculty and staff of the University of Iowa...They agree...

The Zenith Data Systems 286 has UNBEATABLE performance over any other laptop computer.

FOR YOUR SUPERSPORT 286 DEMONSTRATION STOP BY THE WEEG COMPUTING CENTER.

Call the Zenith Representative 1-800-258-2422 Box 1096 and leave a message to arrange a personal demonstration for your department.

Zenith Data Systems Portable Computer

Takes You From College To Career